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Without the help of

these two individuals, this problem would have been much
more difficult, if not impossible.
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DEMANDS OP 3Q0IETY
The cycle of e v e r y living being includes creation, life,
and death.

Death comes to all living things including humans

and since humans are the most intelligent of all living
creatures, they are more conscious of death.

Western

civilization has always had certain rites concerning death
and it is from these rites that the modern rites used today
have evolved.

Modern civilizations require that the dead be

treated with respect and that they also be treated in a
sanitary and safe manner to protect the living.

Because of

these requirements the modern funeral home has evolved to
take care of the needs and desires of the living.

A funeral

home has become a necessary facility for any urban area of
a size large enough to economically warrant it.

A modern

funeral home should "Include embalming, the preparation of
the body for final viewing, a waiting period between death
and disposition, the use for everyone of a casket that is
attractive and protects the remains, a dignified and
ceremonious service with consideration for the feelings of
the bereaved, and an expression of the individual and group
beliefs.

Finally, convention demands burial in the ground

or other disposition in a dignified place and manner that
reaffirms those beliefs, insofar as not contrary to public
health, expresses the esteem of the bereaved, and satisfies
them that they are acting in accord with their means and
that esteem." (Ref. 1, page 4)
2

SffijSJDS OF

A

OOM-HJUITY

The needs of the community directly affect the planning
of any building need.

No gain has been made in supplying

what is not needed or is not required.

It must also be

economically feasible to build such a structure.
!

The city of Billings at present has four funeral homes
to service the population.

Two of these homes are new and

have affected the business of the two older homes.

Smith's

Funeral Home is the oldest funeral service in Billings
having been established in 1896.

It also has the highest

volume of business with an average of 350 funerals per year
as compared with the national average of 100 funerals per
home per year.

However, the home is presently located at

it's original site and is housed in a combination converted
residence and brick building.

It has reached the point that

the present structure is inadequate to serve the needs of
the community.

The present location is poor, considering

the interruption of the traffic flow in dot-rat own Billings
due to the funeral procession from the home to the cemetery.
At present it is approximately a two or three mile drive
through commercial and residential areas on major streets to
get to the various cemeteries.
KEEPS OF SMITH'S
The present structure is obsolete and outmoded.

Any major repairs or alterations to the "building would
probably be money wasted and the money would be better spent
on a new structure.

The present building functions fairly

well but many spaces are too small.

The slumber rooms are

an example of spaces that are rather small.
A better loading facility is needed when placing the
casket into the funeral coach.

At present, the coach is

parked in front of the home and the casket is moved to the
sidewalk and then placed in the coach.

A garage is needed

for this function.
A parking area for the guests while attending the
service is also needed.
facilities available.

Presently, there are no such

The only parking available is oil-

street parking and is usually unavailable because of the site's
close location to the downtown business area.
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CONDITIONS

HISTORY

The area was first settled in 1876 with the founding of
the town of Coulson.

In 1882 the railroad was built and

the town was moved two miles west and the name was changed
to Billings, being named after Frederick Parmly Billings,
then president of the Northern Pacific Railroad,

Through

the years Billings became the hub of the Midland Empire
and Billings has experienced a steady growth.
1890

Billings Population (City Limits)
Yellowstone County

836
2065

1900

Billings Population (City Limits)
Yellowstone County

5221
6212

1910

Billings Population (City Limits)
Yellowstone County

10,031
22,944

1920

Billings Population (City Limits)
Yellowstone County

15,100
29,600

1930

Billings Population (City Limits)
Yellowstone County

16,380

30,785

1940

Billings Population (City Limits)
Yellowstone County,

.23,261
41,182

1950

Billings Population (City Limits)
Yellowstone County
1960
Billings Population (City Limits)
Yellowstone County.

31,834

55,825
52,851
79,016

GEOGRAPHY
Billings is located in the Yellowstone Valley of which
most is irrigated.

The city is bounded on the east "by a

large cliff and the Yellowstone River, on the south "by the
Yellowstone River, and on the north by the Rimrocks, which
are sandstone bluffs approximately 400 feet above the valley
bottom.

Hence, because of the obstacles, the expansion has

been primarily westward.

Billings is located midway between

Seattle and Minneapolis and approximately 600 miles north of
Denver.

The area around Billings is primarily irrigated

and dryland farms, cattle ranges, and high mountain ranges.
CLIMATE

The climate of Billings would be classified as semiarid.

As seen from the following information, Billings is

in an area of low rainfall amounts, low humidities, sunshine,
and a great variety of temperature and weather conditions.
The U.S. Weather Bureau ana its 50 year records show the
following information regarding the climatic conditions of
Billings.
Average precipitation (annual)

.....13.4-4- inches

Average days of sunshine (per year)

270 days

Growing season (days per year)

160 days

Average humidity

50 per cent

;

Normal wind direction

Westerly

Average wind velocity (annual av.)

5 MPH

Normal summer temperature

65° F.

Kormal winter temperature

36 P.

Maximum frost penetration

1.5 feet

Maximum temperature

...105° P.

Minimum temperature

.-30 F.

Maximum wind

70 MPH

One factor to consider is the rather unusual frequency of
damaging hail storms in the area.

Such storms have done

severe damage both to crops and buildings.

EOOffOMT
Agriculture is the backbone of the economy of Billings.
Crops of many kinds are grown on the lands surrounding the
city.

Livestock and their byproducts create over 50% of the

area's agricultural income. Second in importance is the
marketing service.

Dealers in Billings service an area

reaching from Lewistown to Buffalo, Wyoming and from the
North Dakota line to Bozeman.

Oil refining has become a

major industry with two refineries located in Billings and
a third located in Laurel, fifteen miles to the west of
Billings. 44% of all tourists that enter Montana travel
through Billings.

Another factor that is greatly influencing

the economic conditions is the construction of Yellowtail
Dam.

SOCIAL
Billings has a good social life.

There are a great

variety of clubs and organizations covering about every
type of activity.

Baseball is a very popular sport ranging

from Babe Ruth League up to a professional class C league
team.

The recreation department of the city government is

very active in promoting all types of sports and activities.
There are also three golf courses for adults to use.
POPULATION
Billings has experienced a sure, steady increase in
population since the city was first founded.

The rural

areas are typical of most areas in that the population on
the farms has been steadily declining.

The 1960 census

has given the following figures:
Billings City limits

....52,851

Billings urban area

60,712

Metropolitan area

79,016

Billings trade area

......200,000

The following figures are for the population within the city
of Billings:
Residents under 18 years of age

38.1$

Residents 18 to 65 years of age

53*8$

Residents over 65 years of age

8.1$

THE PUTUBE
In 1958 the City-County Planning Board prepared a
master plan for the development of the area.

Their

predictions included the following: The rural population
would continue to decline due to the farm-to-city movement
and to the increased mechanization of farms.

The population

of the area will continue to grow at a steady rate.

The

area will probably remain an agriculture with increases in
irrigated acreages due to the Yellowtail Dam.

Increased

power supplies from the dam will possibly attract industries
to the area. (Ref. 2, page 9)

FUNDAMENTALS
When designing a building for a client, a person must
consider the site thoroughly.

Many different conditions must

be met and dealt with in order that the design will be
successful. One must consider topographical features, views,
availability of utilities, traffic patterns, soil analysis,
vegetation, noise, and other natural and human created features.
There are other features to consider but perhaps these are
the most important.
A site cannot be picked just because it might be the
most economical in purchase price.

A study should be made

of all available sites and possibly even those which have
existing buildings on them.

The architect should consider

what effect his building will have on the surrounding areas
and vice versa.

The building should also fit the site and

not be forced into a situation from which there is no way
out.
TEE LOCATION
There are many factors to consider when choosing the
site for a funeral home.

The home should be located outside

of the central business district and possibly off of the main
traffic arteries.

These create noise and confusion, inter

fering with the operation of the home.

There will be no

need of being within walking distance of any particular area

as the home will serve the entire population of Billings.
A location near a bus line could be considered although the
bus routes are subject to change and bus service is not
necessary.
The building will not be excessively large and because
the home will have a rather pleasant atmosphere, it could
easily be located in a residential area.

Because of the

possibility of a residential location more sites are
available for consideration.
With the expansion of Billings toward the west, a location
in the west side would be most ideal.

The south and east side

are decaying areas and are unsuitable for the location of a
funeral home.

Another factor to consider is the location of

the cemeteries on the west side.

They are grouped fairly

close together, being within an eight-block area.
-•

With the

1

cemeteries located on the west side and the home located
there also, the traffic problem would be eased considerably.
The west end is also a rather new area and will not be subject
to decay for several years.

Because of these factors, the site

which I have chosen is located at the intersection of Lewis
Avenue and 14th Street West in Billings.
TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES
The site is a rather large one and is located at the
southwest corner of the intersection.

The area slopes down

toward the southwest with a small creek located at the south
end of the site.

At present, the site has no trees,

outstanding vegetation, rocks, etc, located on it.

The soil

is rather sandy loam with very little gravel base.

The

water table is fairly high due to the adjacent creek so any
basements on the site have to be located at the northwest
corner of the site.
ZONING
At present, old zoning laws are still in existence.
Most of west Billings is zoned residential with commercial
zoning located along the main traffic arteries.

At present

it is not too difficult to change the zoning of any area.
Land values are reasonable in this area although they are
higher than many other areas of the city.

Present zoning

of the site is Single Family Residential.

A funeral home

has to be located in Residential-Professional Zone.

However,

some zoning surrounding the site is zoned for MultipleFamily Dwellings so changing the zoning at the present site
would not be difficult.
ORIENTATION
The building needs no primary orientation to the sun
since the sun has no effect on the operation of the home and
is not necessary.

The sun angles vary from 22°to 68°

overhead at noon.

As both Lewis Avenue and 14th Street West

are moderate traffic flow streets, orientation of the building
can "be toward either street.

Eoth streets could be easily

used for the funeral processions as they both lead in the
general direction of the cemeteries.
UTILITIES
Gas, electricity, and water are available at the site.
The nearest sewer is located 500 feet to the west.
the site is lower than the

Because

sewer, a pump will be required

to force the sewage uphill to the sewer trunk.

Cost of the

pump and pipe could possibly be lowered if the homeowners
to the west would agree to share the system.
ADJACENT AREAS
Residential areas are located to the east, south, and
west of the site.
directly north.

A large ten-acre vacant tract is located

Lewis and Clark Junior High School is

located northwest of the site.
Large trees are located on areas east and south of
the proposed site.

The small creek, which forms the

south boundary, is rather pleasant, however, it is subject
to some flooding in the spring of the year.

Due to the

site's slope this flooding will not endanger the home in
any way.
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FUNCTION OF THE BUILDING
The funeral home has one primary function and that
function is to prepare the deceased for burial.

This process

is to receive the body, embalm and casket the body, and
provide a chapel for final services if needed, and take care of
all burial arrangements with the cemetery, A funeral home
should function smoothly as it will make a deep impression
on all who visit the home especially in time of sorrow,
A funeral home has a set pattern of operation.
are few deviations from this pattern.

There

Some of the few

deviations are shipping the deceased out of town for burial
and using a church for final services.

The staff of Smith!s

Funeral Home consists of three to four morticians, one
secretary, one caretaker, and one manager who can also
be a mortician,
A greater part of the home is private areas where the
public will have no occasion to visit or see.

There are

only four ma^or areas that the public will see: l)the
chapel, 2)the casket display area, 3)the arrangement room,
and 4)the slumber rooms.

These areas should have a warm,

comforting feeling in them.

ENTRY FOXBii
The entry foyer is the area which the general public
first enters upon coining into the home.

The public which

attends the funerals, the family of the deceased and other
persons which have business at the home will first come to
this area from the outside and from here each will go to the
area of their business.

The area is a central collecting

and distributing point of the public.
Size
Will vary according to the final design but
should be at least 400 square feet.
Adjacent Areas
Chapel
Arrangement Room
General Office
Equipment
Some seating for waiting visitors.

CHAPEL
The chapel is the area in the home that most of the
public that come to the home will see and use.

This area

is used for the final services of the deceased and also for
the final viewing of the deceased by the public.

This area

will also help make a lasting impression on the public of
the deceased.

The area should be of a quiet, reverent

atmosphere.
Size
Seating for 200 people
Floor area
Seating areas 1600 square feet
Final resting area: 750 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Hear slumber rooms
Adjacent to entry foyer
Equipment
Portable pulpit
Bier
Flower stands
Ourtain for final privacy
Equipment Circulation

Wide aisles for casket moving
Wide doors (min. 4 feet)

MUSIC ROOM
This area is located off of the pulpit area.

The

music room should be visibly screened from public viewing
and yet have access if the singer will be seen as he sings.
The area will contain an organ, probably an electronic
model.
Size
Room for organ and singer
Floor area: 150 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Directly adjacent to the chapel
Adjacent to side or rear building entry
Equipment
Electronic organ
Seating for singer
Equipment Circulation
No equipment is circulated

CHAPEL STORAGE
This is a small storage area directly off of the main
chapel and is used for storage of chapel items such as
flower stands, pulpits, etc.
Size
Area; 150 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Chapel
Equipment
lone
Equipment Circulation
Pour-foot door opening

FAMILY ROOM
This area is used for the family of the deceased
during the final service.

It is secluded from the public

in the main chapel and yet designed so that the family may
see the speaker and the casket•
Size
Room for 40 people
Area: 500 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Accessible from entry foyer
Adjacent to chapel
Adjacent to area for final family viewing
Equipment
Adequate comfortable seating for family
Equipment Circulation
None needed

/

FINAL FAMILY VIEWING AREA

This may "be nothing more than a wide hallway between
the chapel and. the main garage.

The family room should be

directly adjacent to this area so that the family may have
a final viewing before the deceased is taken to the funeral
coach.
Area

Any length but should be a minimum of 12 feet
wide.
Equipment
None

SLUMBER ROOMS
There are five of these rooms needed.

It is here that

the viewing of the deceased occurs before the final services.
The deceased is shown in these rooms for approximately
two days.

Families and friends can gather here and meditate

in quiet, private surroundings.
Size
Area: 400 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Access to chapel
Access to entry foyer
Equipment
Flower stands
Visitor register
Seating for 8 to 12 people
Casket stand
Equipment Circulation
Large doors for easy entry ana exit of casket.

CASKET DISPLAY

The casket display room is the area in the home in
which a selection of caskets is displayed. It is here
i
that the deceased's family chooses a casket and a burial
vault.
Size
Room for displaying 25 caskets
Area: 2500 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Adjacent to dressing rooms
Adjacent to casket storage room
Hear to slumber rooms
Equipment
Casket moving equipment
Equipment Circulation
Room to move caskets from storage to display
and from display to dressing.

CASKET STORAGE
The casket storage area is used for receiving caskets,
inspecting for freight damage and storing all caskets which
will not be displayed immediately.
Size
Unpacking and inspection areas
Storage room for 50 adult caskets, 16 children's
caskets.
Areas 1500 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Adjacent to service drive
Adjacent to casket display
Equipment
Work bench
Three-tiered wall racks
Equipment Circulation
Room to move caskets around

DRESSING ItPOM
The dressing room is used for dressing, hairdressing,
make-up, and casketing the deceased.

There should be room

in this area for two operations at once.
Size
Room for two dressing operations at once.
Area: 250 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Near to slumber rooms
Adjacent to embalming room
Equipment
Two washbowls
Cabinet storage for make-up, hairdressing
equipment, etc.
Clothes racks
Equipment Circulation
Room to move caskets in and out.

EMBALMING ROOM
This area is used for embalming the deceased and
also used for autopsies.
Size
Room for two operating tables
Area: 300 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Adjacent to dressing rooms
Adjacent to the private garage
Equipment
Two s inks
Two operating tables
Maximum counter area
Aspirator drains
Equipment Circulation
Room to move deceased around.

3KBALKIHC- ROOM STORAGE
This room is used for storing supplies used in embalming.
Size
Area: 40 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Adjacent to embalming room
Equipment
Maximum shelving
Equipment Circulation
None

PRIVATE GARAGE
The private garage is used, to store the station wagon.
This station wagon is used to pick up the deceased at the
hospital or at their residence.

The body can also be

removed from the station wagon in the privacy of the garage
and taken directly to the embalming room.

The car is also

a sort of company car to be used for private business.

The

garage should also have storage for casket carts, stretchers,
etc.

As graveside arrangements (lowering device, artificial

grass, etc.) are taken care of by the cemeteries, no
storage is needed for this equipment.
Size
Area: 500 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Adjacent to service drive
Adjacent to embalming room
Equipment
General storage areas
Room to park and unload station wagon
Equipment Circulation
Room all around station wagon for stretcher
moving.

MAIN GARAGE
This area shall have enough room to park a funeral
coach, three family cars, and approximately five private
automobiles for funerals.

This area will also be used to

wash the coaches and family cars.

The deceased and the

family will enter the cars in this area and depart from
here for the procession to the cemetery.
Size
Area: 2500 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Adjacent to the family's final viewing area
Adjacent to the main office area
Equipment
Washing sumps and hoses
Small storage cabinet for washing and polishing
supplies•
Equipment Circulation
There should be garage doors at opposite ends of
the garage.

AHHAHGEKBaST ROOM
The final arrangements

between the family and the

funeral home are handled in this office.

The area should

be private so that personal discussions can take place.
Size
Areas 200 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Adjacent to main office
Adjacent to entry foyer
Equipment
Desk
Approximately four file cabinets
Seating for 6 to 10 people

GENERAL OFFICE
The business management of the home is handled in this
office.
area.

The manager of the home and the secretary use this

The area should be relatively soundproof from the

rest of the home so that business can be carried on during
a funeral.
Size
Area: 250 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Adjacent to arrangement room
Adjacent to entry foyer
Equipment
Small portable safe
Sis file cabinets
Two desks (manager and secretary)
Seating for four

..

A

xEST ROOMS

Men's
Two water closets
Two urinals
Two lavatories
Women's
Two water closets
Two lavatories
Powder room

CARETAKEK'S QUARTERS
The home will have a caretaker who is the janitor,
gardener, and helps with late callers•

He has to be

available at all times hence he has an apartment on the
premises.

The caretaker is usually an older gentleman,

may have a wife but usually no children.
can be small because of this.

His apartment

There will be a living

room, kitchen, bath, and one bedroom in these quarters.
Size
Areas 750 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Private entrance
Accessible to main section of the home
Equipment
Standard home equipment and furnishings

MECHANICAL ROOM

The mechanical room will contain the heating and ai
conditioning equipment -which services the building.
will probably also contain a sewage pump to pump the
building sewage to

the nearest sewer 500 feet away.

Size
Area: 500 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Ho adjacent areas are required
Room can be located in a basement
Equipment
Heating boilers
Air conditioning equipment
Sewage pump
Utility meters

It

EMPLOYEES 1 ROOM
The employees of the home will use this room for
relaxation when not needed for work.

It can also be used

as a waiting room for the ministers, organist, and singer
before the funeral service.
Size
Area: 200 square feet
Adjacent Areas
Hear the chapel
Near the rear of the home
Equipment
Seating for six people
Television set
Small storage cabinets and shelving
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AESTHETIC CO NS IDE RATIONS

AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS
In the past, the funeral home was often a sideline to
a more prosperous business such as hardware, "blaclcsmithing,
or some other non-related business.

Today, however, the

home is a respected business within itself and hence has
its own needs and desires.

With these needs and desires,

the building should be designed expressly for a funeral home.
Some funeral homes are often in buildings which were not
designed for the home's functions or they are in buildings
which were designed as cold, formal surroundings, typical
1

of architecture forty or fifty years ago.
Because the site is located in a residential area, the
funeral home can and should take on a quiet atmosphere
similar to its surroundings.

The home should have a calm

and restful air to it and the surroundings should add to this
feeling.

The function of the building does not allow it to

melt into the surrounding residential area.
visually separated from the surroundings.

It should be

However, the home

should not be entirely separated from the surroundings and
setting completely isolated from everything else.

Landscaping

can and will allow a unity with its surroundings and yet give
a sense of quiet privacy to the home.
appear organic to it's site.

The building should

This can be achieved through

the right materials and taking advantage of the slope on the
site.

Many buildings are not designed for the site and hence are
usually" failures, designwise.
It is necessary in a funeral home to create a mood of
quiet respect for the deceased.

However, this/mood should

not be cold but should be warm and reverent.

Because of this,

the materials and colors have to be carefully chosen.

Cool

colors such as grays and blues should not be used extensively.
Tones of browns and oranges are the best to use.

Warm colored

and textured materials such as woodland brick should have
priority over gray concrete and plaster.
Because the home is one of the oldest homes in Billings
and because it does the highest percentage of the business,
the building should be a symbol of its leadership in the
area.

The design of the structure should be considered very

carefully and the building should not be a radical design.
A funeral home should be designed so that the building will
last approximately 40 to 50 years and the building should
appear quite nice even at that age.

ECONOMIC

CONSIDERATIONS

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Because this funeral home is to be located in a relatively
large urban area (pop. 65,000), construction costs will not
be higher than the national average.

A variety of building

materials such as wood, concrete, brick, and steel are readily
available and are competitively priced and are of fairly
good quality.

Labor skilled in all trades are available in

Billings and their wages compare favorably with national
averages.

Because of the competition in the supply of

materials, many products are quite inexpensive, (for example:
concrete in Bozeman sells for $18.00 a cubic yard, in Billings
it is #14.00 to $16.00 a cubic yard).
SITS and SITE IMBROVSKEIT COSTS
The site is unimproved except for paved streets, power
service, and water service*

There are no sewers except one

located 500 feet to the west.

Because of this, there will

need to be a sewage pump located either on the site or in the
building and pipe laid to the sewer from the site. Normal
foot traffic sidewalks and street curbings will also be
required next to the streets located on the north and east
sides of the site.

I have no figures on the cost of such

site improvements at the present time.

OPERATION and MAINTENANCE COSTS
The operation costs have to "be reasonable so that the
owner can keep overhead costs down and hence keep his prices
at the same level as his competitors.

Materials used in the

"building should be durable so that a minimum of maintenance
is needed to keep the home attractive and clean.

The home

will employ one caretaker full time to maintain the building
and grounds.

The caretaker should be able to take care of all

normal Janitorial needs.
BUILDING COSTS
The Marshall Valuation System does not have listings
for funeral homes and their costs.

However, I have taken

some figures for similar types of buildings.
Chapel
Class C Good Construction
Bric3£, stucco, or stone
exterior, good interior
details.

Cost
$17-15 square foot

Remainder
Class C Good Construction
Office Building
Masonry bearing walls, bond
beams, good interior detail.

Cost
012.00 square foot

Estimated total cost for building.
Chapel
2500 square feet x §17.15 =

$ 43,000

Remainder
13>000 square feet x $12.00 =

$156,000

Total for Building

|199,000

Estimated site improvements =

j 15*000

Total-entire project

$214,000
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